Alex Neal (’15) will present her research at the 2014 Clemson Graduate Research and Discovery Symposium. She has been working with Dr. Mindy Weathers exploring intimate partner violence in The Real Housewives of Atlanta and is interning with Healthy Campus addressing graduate student substance use, sexual assault, and mental health. She also represents Communication Studies in Graduate Student Government and Clemson graduate students in Clemson's Sexual Violence Task Force. — Fulbright Scholar and Yemeni international student Hanan Al-Shadadi attended the Fulbright Enrichment Seminar: Leadership in Action: Advocating for Civil Rights — Bobby Belair (’15) is researching media consumption and nationalism, patriotism, internationalism, and other aspects of the Brazil World Cup. He is a midfielder on Clemson's soccer team, and volunteers with T.I.G.E.R! Pals, a writing partnership with local elementary schools. — Jessica Frampton (’15) is researching social media and romantic jealousy as well as online commercial parodies and branding. — Jerrica Rowlett (’15) is researching self-presentation online in Pinterest as well as investigating the subculture of roller derby, and a new team member of URGE (Upstate Roller Girl Evolution)! — Alex Moe (’14), our international student from Norway, will participate in the 2014 Kentucky Conference on Health Communication in Lexington, KY on April 12th with a poster session. He will present his research looking at framing of concussions in this year’s NFL regular season on social media, using the SMLC. Alex also recently completed a summer internship writing web content at Greenville, SC specialty web agency Engenius. — Megan Stockhausen (’14) is interning with the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention in Atlanta, in their Division of Emergency Operations, the Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication branch. Megan is working with them to evaluate the present levels and potential need for improved engagement for a government agency such as theirs. She is also working with Dr. Mazer in the SMLC to develop curriculum for an undergraduate course in social media. Last semester she interned with Clemson’s Healthy Campus Initiative. In April she will present on a panel discussing public speaking tutoring and teaching at the National Association of Communication Centers conference. — Sarah Arborgast (’13) was profiled in the Greenville News. — Sara Crocker (’14) was honored as one of 20 Under 30 by the Anderson Independent. — Roth Smith (’14) has been accepted to PhD Communication programs at both the University of Texas Austin and the University of Utah. When not cycling or researching related leisure apps, Roth has also recently been publishing book reviews in The Journal of Communication and The Journal of Digital Media and Literacy.